Solve Layer One

Step 1: Create a Daisy
- I found the YELLOW Center tile and held my Rubik’s Cube with it on the UP face.
- One at a time, I found the 4 Edge pieces, each with a WHITE tile, and put them in the top layer.
- One at a time, I put the WHITE tile from each Edge piece on the UP face to make a daisy (yellow center, surrounded by white edges).

Step 2: Create a White Cross with matched Edges and Center pieces
- One at a time, I matched each Edge piece to its Center and made 2 turns of the FRONT face.
- I flipped my Rubik’s Cube over and saw the completed White Cross.

Step 3: Solve the White Corners
- I held my Rubik’s Cube so the WHITE cross is on the UP face.
- I found a Corner piece with a WHITE tile on it.
- I moved the Corner piece so it is between two matching colored center tiles.
- I followed the algorithm to move the Corner piece to the top layer.
- I put all 4 WHITE Corners in their correct locations.

Solve the Middle Layer
- I turned my Rubik’s Cube upside down so the WHITE face is on the bottom.
- I made a vertical column of one color.
- I determined if the Edge piece needs to move to the LEFT or RIGHT.
- I followed the algorithm to move the Edge piece from the top layer to the middle layer.
- I moved all of the Edge pieces to their correct locations in the middle layer.
Solve the Final Layer

**Step 1: Make a Yellow Cross**
- I matched the YELLOW Edge pattern on my Rubik’s Cube to one of the pictures.
- I followed the algorithm.
- I rematched my Rubik’s Cube pattern to the pictures and repeated the algorithm until I have a YELLOW Cross on the UP face.
- I have a YELLOW Cross on the UP face.

**Step 2: Orient the Corners**
- I matched the YELLOW Corners pattern on my Rubik’s Cube to one of the pictures.
- I followed the algorithm.
- If I didn’t have all YELLOW tiles on the UP face, I rematched my Rubik’s Cube pattern to one of the pictures and repeated the algorithm.

**Step 3: Position the Yellow Corners**
- I matched two Corners to their Center colors so they are in their correct locations.
- I held my Rubik’s Cube with the correct Corners on the BACK face.
- I followed the algorithm to place all 4 Corners into their correct positions.

**Step 4: Position the Yellow Edges**
- I held my Rubik’s Cube with the face that has a solid color is the BACK face.
- I followed the algorithm.

I SOLVED THE RUBIK’S CUBE!